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INTRODUCTION
The AI facility
is approximately 30,000 square feet in area and consists
of four general areas.
One area is devoted to the production of UAlx powder.
It consists of a series of arc melting furnaces, crushing lines, glove boxes,
and compacting presses.
The second area is used for the rolling of fuel
plates.
The third area is used for the machining of the plates to final size
and also the machining of the fuel elements.
In the fourth area the fuel
plates are swaged into assemblies, and all
welding and inspection operations
are performed.
As part of the lower enrichment program we are scheduled to put a second
UAlx powder line into operation and we have had to expand some of our storage
area.

POWDER METALLURGY PROCESS
Figure
shows a photograph of the Alx production line.
Atomics International makes the Alx powder from uranium metal obtained from Oak Ridge,
arc melting it with aluminum in the proper proportions, crushing the material,
sieving it,
selecting the proper particle sizes and ultimately blending the
powder.
The Alx powder is then combined with aluminum powder and B4C burnable
poison depending upon the application, blended and compacted at high pressure
to give a metallic like compact.
The compact is then deburred.
As a final
step, the compact is weighed.
The compact is tapered at either end to reduce the tendency to dogbone at
either end of the final resulting fuel plate.
An elevated temperature outgassing step is used to remove any residual volatile
material from the compact
prior to hot rolling.
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ROLL BONDING PROCESS
The compact is mated with a picture frame and two cover plates and the
resulting billet
is rolled at evaluated temperatures.
The billet
is reduced
by a I to 10 ratio in a series of reductions using the rolling mill shown in
Figure 2
At the end of the reduction schedule, the hot rolled plate is given
a blister
anneal.
Plates that show blisters
at that point are rejected.
Acceptable plates are then taken to a fluoroscope in which the core is
characterized and a code is put on the plate to allow the plate to be properly
rolled to the final geometry.
Cold rolling is then performed using the rolling
mill shown in Figure 3
After cold rolling the plates are roller
leveled.
All plates are then given a final anneal.
As a final operation in the rolling
area, the plates are put back on a fluoroscope and the fuel plate core is
matched to a grid plate screen which is part of the fluoroscope.
Tooling points
are then punched into each end of the fuel plates.
These tool points are
used for machining the plates.

PLATE INSPECTION
The plates are then sent to Area 3 where they are rough sheared to size.
The plate is then inspected for unbonds, using a standard ultrasonic device.
The UT unit consists of four separate sending/sensing heads operating in a large
water filled
tank.
The plates are then insepcted for minimum cladding thickness using the min-gage test
unit.
The min-gage test
unit is an ultrahigh
frequency UT device which measures the depth of the fuel below the cladding.
Primarily this device is used to measure the thinning of the clad at the ends
of the plate core where we have the proverbial dogbone region.
Acceptable fuel plates are then mlled to final length and width, and are
then subjected to 100% radiographic inspection.
Each plate is then gamma
scanned to assure that the correct amount of 235U is in the plate.
The void
density of the UAlx core is then determined using the Archimedes principle.
Each individual plate is then formed to the proper radius and cleaned.
A
visual inspection is given to each fuel plate just
prior to their being sent
to storage.
Atomics International is slowly developing a reputation of turning out
very high quality fuel plates.
As an example, the ATR reactor is experiencing
essentially zero fission product leakage from any of our fuel plates.
This is
the result of continued emphasis on process and quality control.

ELEMENT ASSEMBLY
Side plates for the fuel elements are machined in the main shop and mated
with the fuel plates in a swaging operation shown in Figure 4
After the fuel
assembly is swaged, each individual channel is probed to be sure that the water
gaps are of the proper geometry.
On some elements, a comb is welded into
place at each end of the fuel assembly, and then the end fittings
are attached
to a fuel assembly typically by welding as shown in Figure 5.
The elements are
then final machined and then sent to inspection.
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Fuel Element Welding Operation

Figure 6 shows an expanded view of the ATR fuel element.
This element is
approximately five feet in length and about 41/2
inches across.
There are
19 different plate sizes in the ATR element, each with a different fuel loading and radius.
The University of Missouri type fuel element and University of Michigan
elements are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
The Missouri element
consists of 24 separate fuel plates, each one of a different arc radius and
different fuel loading, and this element is about three feet long.
The Michigan type element is essentially a box-shaped element with
curved plates which has a circular end casting on one end.
This latter
element is one that will be used for the low enrichment program.

LOW ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
Under the low enrichment program the AI fuel facility
will be modified
to accommodate a separate low enrichment
A1x production line and compacting
line.
This facility
modification should be done by the end of the fiscal
year.
We anticipate producing fuel with an enrichment slightly
less than 20%
We
anticipate powder being available for plate production shortly after
the
facility
is completed.
Atomics International is scheduled to conduct plate
LEU verification work using fully enriched material in the June-July time
period, at which time we will investigate what level of uranium loadings we
can go to using the current process.
It is anticpated that 55 volume percent
uranium compound in our fuel form can be achieved.
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DISCUSSION
DEWEZ (CERCA):
Would you please give some details
gauge that you are using that you mentioned?

about the minimum clad

MOSS:
Well, it is an ultrasonic horn typical of the one that was used
on the UT device, if you are familiar with that.
It is kind of like a sonar
which pulses soundwaves back and you can depend upon a reflection coming back
if you have a continuous medium.
This device is an ultrahigh frequency version
of that.
It will measure any discontinuity down to a given level.
It is set
to a given depth, e.g. it will measure 91000
of an inch deep.
It won't
tell
you if there is an unbond below that or anything, but it will tell
you
if there is any discontinuity down to that level.
The electronics are very
sophisticated and it is a one-of-a-kind device.
It was put together by a
group of people ad
it does work very accurately.
We confirm that by
metallography.
DEWEZ:
detect?

And what is

the minimum dimension of the defect

that you can

MOSS:
Well, on some of our fuel plates if we get an off centered core,
you can actually pick up the individual fuel particles
as specks on this
device.
We call
that speckle problem a kind of dogbone problem.
The fuel
particles
are above a maximum of 71000
of an inch in diameter so this
device is probably picking up like a
/1000
of an inch diameter particle
protruding at that particular plane.
FERADAY (Atomic Energy of Canada):
With the higher uranium content in
your new fuels, do you anticipate any mis-match between the present aluminum
alloys that you are using for cladding during the rolling process and any
further problems with dogboning?
MOSS:
Well, for the range of this first
phase that we are concerned
with, I do not anticipate any problems.
I think CERCA, NUKEM have probably
gone up to the same range.
You know you can get up into 45 volume percent
and probably up to 55.
We are operating at 45 consistently, so on this
first
phase I do not anticipate a big problem.
On the next go around when
we are trying to go to higher levels like 60 volume percent, yes we would
anticipate problems.
We plan on attacking that by two means:
(1) by playing
with the taper on the dies and/or
2
as you suggest, maybe by changing
alloys, trying to get a better match between hot strengths of the fuel core
material and the cladding material would be one way of doing it,
but that is
the next step and we have not really addressed ourselves to that.
LEWIS (Department
f State):
Tom, the University of Michigan low power
demonstration core that you are beginning fabrication on, I think you said
will have 45 volume percent and 20% enriched fuel, or something like that.
But, going back to Dr. Newton's discussion of the advanced aluminide
work that is going on at EG&G in cooperation with AI, he also said that there
was a plan to have, I believe, the University of Michigan demonstration
element fabricated by AI, and I was wondering what the weight or volume
percent that was to be and what enrichment that was to be?
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MOSS:
We just
had a meeting yesterday to try to coordinate these
individual efforts.
I think that if you compare the schedule that I just
gave for that first
element to be assembled, you will find that that will
not match the schedule that Dr. Lewis gave for the INEL development for
irradiating the mini-plates and getting those results
back and telling
us
what they want.
I think you will find that my schedule for that first
element is sooner than that.
The first
element that we described is really
with existing technology a la ATR and Missouri sort of thing with a thicker
plate adapted to Michigan.
Now, I don't know what the fuel loading has to be.
Things like that have to come from Argonne and that has not really been
defined to a full
degree.
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